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Escape the Room is the evocative title of the playful exhibition currently on view at Farside gallery in Westchester.  The exhibition 
borrows its name from the well-known genre of virtual gaming in which a player seeks hidden clues that lead him to his escape. 
On his voyage, the player must spy here and there, discovering objects, at first seemingly anodyne, that will help him, in time, 
once he achieves his objective of finding the way out.

The exhibition, curated by Michelle Weinberg, artist, promoter and educator, who lives and works in Miami, departs from an initial 
dialogue with the residential function of the property where the gallery is located. Weinberg, whose interest in the intervention of 
quotidian spaces and collaborative action regularly inform her artistic work, has invited three other artists to appropriate and 
qualify each space within this house by turning daily experiences into a rich journey. Thus, the distinct perspectives of four artists, 
two of whom are local (Michelle Weinberg and Michael Genovese) and two others invited from elsewhere (Bailey Bob Bailey and 
Karen Combs, from Massachusetts and New York respectively) disturb and seduce us through the voyeuristic gesture of a visitor 
penetrating the different rooms of a house.

In the living room, the visitor is received by the intervention of Bob Bailey, whose work is distinguished by its synthetic character, in 
which the primitive and contemporary come together. Two of the pieces, Mirror and Go Light, dialogue through their functions (one 
is a mirror and the other a lamp) as well as their use of simple elements such a sphere and a star that together generate a unique 
cosmology. On the opposite wall is Tamiami Wall, 2011, a sculptural mural made of wood covered in aluminum foil whose abstract 
geometric structure reminds us of totems built by the Seminoles from South Florida, whose home in the heart of the Everglades 
has been seriously affected by the construction of the Tamiami Road.

Resting With the Petals of a Rose, 2010-11, by Michael Genovese is a piece with a heightened sense of symbolism. The artist, 
who has always had an interest in the codification and representation of history through the construction and deconstruction of 
symbols, presents us with a blue agave plant whose leaves have been engraved with phrases extracted from self-help videos 
from YouTube. The job of the agave – whose leaves continually regenerate – is to incorporate the idea of evolution and continuum 
that underlies Genovese’s work.  

The two most developed interventions are the ones by Karen Combs and Michelle Weinberg, perhaps due to the fact that these 
artists worked in the most challenging spaces of the house. I am referring to the kitchen and the bathroom respectively.

Lotus Eaters is the name of the installation that Combs has installed in the kitchen, which functions as an appropriate transition 
from Genovese’s work. Combs is a wallpaper specialist, in which the handmade and vintage motifs fuse with today’s 
contemporary lifestyle. Covering the doors of the kitchen cabinets and lining the shelves are orange motifs with spots or spores, 
organisms that seem to be in full expansion, the fruit of our own hallucination or fantasy that incites us to open the doors and 
snoop, in hopes of finding new and unexpected universes behind each door. On the small dining table and wall we find sinuous 
waves that grow and propagate to the point of flooding the adjacent wall on which the artist has incorporated the painting and 
motifs of two wallpaper patterns into an atmosphere that resonates with retro reveries.

In the next space, Michelle Weinberg reinvents the bathroom using simple geometric forms and color motifs. Inside the medicine 
cabinet we see a grouping of bottles and jars dominated by an aesthetic sensibility that obscures their actual functions, while in 
the shower a giant bouquet of flowers invites us to come on in. Within reach on a towel rack lies a newspaper whose images have 
all been replaced with flowers and which has been christened by the artist as the Ikebana News. The magazine rack contains an 
issue of Bloom magazine that functions in collaboration with the work of poet Denise Delgado, gifting us with a sophisticated piece 
of visual poetry.

Centered in the idea of an interactive world and intertextuality, Escape the Room forces us into the ellipsis and into voyeurism.  
Like a puzzle, the exhibition offers us indexes, worlds that act as islands that interconnect, pathways of communication whose 
final and safeguarded comprehension depend exclusively on ourselves.

As a complement to this real world created through imagery and similarity to the virtual world, the curator has conceived an online 
space that will allow viewers to see the exhibition using the same click and rollover strategy used typically in online gaming.  For 
the concretization of this virtual world, Weinberg has registered the project Escape the Room at kickstarter.com, where all sorts of 
projects are submitted in search of online fundraising. Rooted in the first person and using the strategy of clues Escape the Room 
forces us into an adventure amid the space defined as home, acting as a playful pun for our quotidian routines.
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Janet Batet is a writer, curator and art critic.  She writes about art for different publications, galleries and museums.
 
`Escape the Room', through February 28 at Farside Gallery, 1305 Galloway Road (87th Avenue), Miami, FL 33174. (305) 
264-3355.
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